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Abstract
This note introduces a method of representing and reasoning about the actions
of a class of proof procedures A graphlike structure called a proof diagram is
introduced in which conclusions of inferences can be shared A version of Kruskals
Tree Theorem is developed for these structures and from there a notion of minimal
proof is introduced The notion of minimal proof allows us to make a link between
standard treatments of proof and proofs generated by mechanical theorem provers
We discuss various uses for the proof diagrams including the development of tactics
by graph reduction and propose a graph based metalanguage for theorem provers
 Introduction
Most mechanical proof procedures such as KnuthBendix completion 
Grobner bases  and resolution  have a similar computational behaviour	
Starting with a set of assumptions some subset of those assumptions is used
to produce some conclusion which is then added to the set of assumptions	
This process then continues iteratively until the conclusion produced is that
required to prove some theorem	 Typically this iterative procedure leads to
the creation of redundant steps	 By the standards of conventional proof theory
where a proof is generally presented without any redundant information these
proofs are not ideal	 Further di
erent implementations can produce di
erent
proofs of the same theorem and it is dicult to compare and contrast these
proofs	 Here we will view the step of generating a conclusion from a set of
assumptions as a single unit this step being a directed edge in a graphlike
structure  in fact this is an ordered hypergraph	 Sharing will then arise if the
same conclusion is generated at di
erent points by the proof procedure	 This
structure can be viewed as a trace of the behaviour of the proof procedure
and having obtained it for proof procedures we can compare their behaviour
and their eciency	
c
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Fig  A proof diagram in propositional resolution
As an example of how this might work consider an implementation of
propositional resolution	 This mechanically applies the rule
fABg fB

 Cg
fACg
to a given set of assumptions until a refutation is generated	 As an example we
will apply a naive method to the clauses fP

 Q

g fP

g fPQ

g and fQg	 We
see for example that we can generate fQ

g by resolving fPQ

g with fP

g and
also fP

 Q

g with fPg	 We can see that some of the conclusions are shared
and therefore we construct the proof diagram as shown in Figure 	 The edges
in a proof diagram are di
erent to those in most graphlike structures where
an edge is a directed line between two nodes	 Here an edge is a set of directed
lines from each member of a set of nodes to a single node	 This is represented
in the diagram by the set of lines converging on a single arrowhead	 For
example there is an edge that connects each of the assumptions fP

 Q

g fPg
to the conclusion fQ

g	
Each edge in the diagram corresponds to the proof of some fact from a set
of assumptions	 The more conventional way to represent these proofs as trees
is shown below
fPQ

g fP

g
fQ

g fQg

fQg
fP

 Q

g
fPQ

g fQg
fPg
fQ

g

It will be shown that these proofs can be extracted from the diagram as
minimal proofs as in Figure 	 It should be apparent that these two proofs
are minimal  that is to say there is no resolution refutation which embeds
in either of these proofs and has fewer steps ie there is no way to remove
edges from the proof diagrams and retain a proof	
This notion of minimality is important	 Firstly it allows us to dene a
method of removing structure from a proof while maintaining its validity	
Secondly a minimal proof is in some sense the best proof and gives us a
metric to see how well a particular procedure compares against this ideal	 It
should be noted that the notion of minimality is not just one of size we wish
to retain the di
erent structures of proofs	 Hence both proofs in Figure 
are considered to be minimal with respect to the proof in Figure 	 We are
interested in keeping the di
erent paths through the proof diagram to the

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MINIMAL PROOF 1 MINIMAL PROOF 2
{ P , Q’ } { Q }{ P’ }
{ P }
{ P , Q’ } { Q }{ P’ }
{ Q’ }
{ P’ , Q’ }
{ Q’ }
{ P’ , Q’ }
ffff
Fig  Two minimal proofs wrt the proof diagram above
desired conclusion and our denition of minimal proof retains this idea	 In
the two minimal proofs shown it can be seen that di
erent subsets of the given
clauses are used in the resolution refutation proof	 In the setting of general
proof procedures it may be better to use one subset of the given assumptions
rather than another and so we would like to consider all such di
erent proofs
as good proofs	 Lastly the idea of removing structure from part of the
proof to produce an abbreviation for a number of proof steps	 This allows
the results presented here to be used as a method for developing tactics in a
theorem prover	
 Proof diagrams
Before we dene a proof diagram we need some notion of a formal system
which will be used to build these proof diagrams as below
Denition  Given an alphabet of symbols  we dene a system to include
using P denotes the powerset of 	

a set of nite strings  of  called the wellformed formulae or facts

an equality relation on  and

the inferences over  which is a set of pairs V of the form A b where
A  P and b  	 If A is nonempty we call each a  A a parent of b and
b a child of A	

The axioms of the system In are dened to be the set fA bjA  g	
The denition of the equality relation on  is important as di
erent notions
of equality will give rise to di
erent proof diagrams	 In the previous example
we used set equality	
It can be seen that the above denition admits a graphlike structure as
a child can occur in a number of inferences	 Informally V is the set of all
valid inferences and in the example contained the pair ffPQ

g fP

gg fQ

g	
Following Shand  we dene proof diagrams as below
Denition  A proof diagram P is a subset of V which contains axioms
i	e	 P  In  	 For a proof diagram P  jP j denotes the cardinality of the
set P 	
We can now dene a concept of proof in our setting of proof diagrams
this is just a condition on the graph and represents a proof in the inference

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system	
Denition  Let P be a proof diagram such that A a  P  where A is
nonempty	 Then P n fag  fC b  P ja  b a  Cg	
Denition  For some a   a proof diagram P is a proof of a if P
contains  a i	e	 a is an axiom or there is an inference B a  P where
P n fag is a proof of each b  B	 	
The denitions of subproof diagram and subproof follow in the obvious
way	
 Properties of proof diagrams
To prove certain properties of proof diagrams we map them into directed
acyclic graphs DAGs	 In the full paper a theory of rooted directed acyclic
graphs DAGs is developed which is summarised below	 Following Barendregt
et al  a DAG is dened as a tuple N lab succ r constructed under
certain conditions where N is a set of nodes which are labelled by lab r  N
is the root and the partial function succ denes the successors of a node	 We
also use the usual unravelling function U 	 A notion of graph embedding v
G
is
dened below which is based on that of homeomorphic embedding of trees
Denition  The rooted DAG G

is embedded in G

 written G

v
G
G

i
 UG

 is embedded in UG

 as trees	
For trees the homeomorphic embedding property gives rise to Kruskals
Tree Theorem  and we can prove a similar theorem for DAGs	
Theorem  For all innite sequences of rooted directed acyclic graphs G


G

    there exists i j  N where i  j such that G
i
v
G
G
j

The proof of the theorem see  relies on unravelling DAGs and then
applying Kruskals Tree Theorem to these trees	 This is similar to the Nash
Williams  proof of Kruskals Tree Theoremwhich represents trees as strings
and then using Higmans Lemma on these strings 	
We now dene a mapping G from proof diagrams to rooted directed but
not necessarily acyclic graphs	 This allows us to dene a notion of a minimal
proof diagram
Denition  Minimal proof Let P be a proof of a fact a   and P
be a subproof of a proof B	 P is minimal w	r	t	 B i
 there is no subproof
Q of B such that Q is a proof of a GQ is embedded in a subgraph of GP 
and jQj  jP j	
Both the proofs presented in Figure  are minimal	 We consider a minimal
proof to be the best proof as it has a number of interesting properties	 How
ever it should be noted that this does not rely on being the smallest proof	
From the denition it is obvious that the smallest proof will be a minimal
proof but by only considering the smallest proof useful information may be
lost	 When trying to build the proof of a theorem lemmas are utilized to

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give the proof some structure	 When developing a lemma it is essential to
know the various ways the lemma can be proved and the various facts which
are needed to prove it	 The embedding condition in the denition of minimal
proof gives us those proofs which will do just that	 We are able to throw
away structure if it is redundant and keep the structure of the lemma if it
uses di
erent paths through the graph	 Minimal proofs are representatives of
the proofs which appear in a proof diagram and the size restriction gives us
that they are in some sense best	
This notion of minimal proof diagram is a useful property and leads to the
following theorem
Theorem  Let B be a proof of a fact a then
i there is at least one minimal proof P of a with respect to B
ii GP  is a DAG
iii suppose that each set of parents A is a nite possibly empty set and
there are a nite number of a
i
such that A a
i
  B then for any fact
there is a nite number of minimal proofs of that fact
We will now give a sketch of these proofs	 The full proofs appear in 	
Proof of i
We take the set of all proofs a which are proof subdiagrams of B and choose
an arbitrary one of smallest size	 By denition this will be a minimal proof	
Proof of ii
We show that if a proof is minimal then there cannot be two inferences
which derive the same fact	 From this we can show that is an ancestor of
is an irreexive relation on minimal proofs and so the associated graph is
a DAG	
Proof of iii
The niteness restrictions ensure that there are a nite number of proofs of
a given size	 We then make sets of the graphs corresponding to the size of
the associated proof diagrams and index them with this size	 We choose
an arbitrary representative from each of these sets	 If we have an innite
sequence of these graphs then by our Kruskallike theorem we will have
one embedding in another with one being a smaller proof than the other
and this is a contradiction to our denition of minimal proof	 So we have a
nite number of nite sets of minimal proofs of a fact	
 Using proof diagrams
The fact that we can represent proofs as graphs allows us to reason about the
construction of proofs in a number of ways	 The establishment of minimal
proofs allows us to recognise the best proof in the sense of smallest proof
with a certain structure	 This allows us to make a link between the mechan
ical construction of a proof and the normal prooftheoretic construction	 In
particular this allows us to compare and contrast the behaviours of di
erent

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implementations of proof procedures	
As our proof diagrams are graphlike structures they are amenable to graph
reduction	 Graph reduction is used in programming languages in two ways	
Firstly to increase the eciency of tree based representations for example
Wadsworth  used directed acyclic graphs to implement calculus and this
is the basis of most modern implementations of lazy functional programming	
Secondly it is used as a computational language in its own right	 For example
DACTL  provides a general language for rewriting graphs	 Here we will
concentrate on the latter usage	
Tactics in Automated Theorem Proving
A tactic is a sequence of commands to a particular theorem prover that
automates some part of the process of proving a theorem	 Tactics are often
established by looking for patterns in proofs and this is notoriously dicult
in conventional theorem provers	 Di
erent tactics are used at di
erent points
in the development of a proof	 For example Constable et al  distinguish
between renement and transformation tactics	
Renement tactics are abbreviations for the proof of some fact from ax
ioms	 This bears a resemblance to a derived rule of inference for a system and
in terms of a proof diagram represents a minimal proof of a fact	 By repre
senting a number of proofs as diagrams we may recognise common minimal
structures and then use these to create renement tactics	 It is this recog
nition of common structure which leads to the development of a tactic and
the proof diagrams make this recognition simpler	 Further the disposal of
structure which is inherent in the creation of a derived rule is implicit in the
move towards a minimal proof	 A renement tactic is a simple example of the
use of graph reduction	
Whereas renement tactics direct a proof by taking some goal and provid
ing a proof transformation tactics are used to manipulate proofs transform
ing one proof into another	 This represents a rewriting of a proof and may be
represented by dening a graph reduction system over the proof diagrams	
We are proposing to add proof diagrams to an existing theorem prover	
Our planned implementation will have the following steps

we will display proofs as diagrams and allow the user to select parts of the
proof	

if a selected part is an embedded proof then we will automatically generate
a renement tactic corresponding to that part of the proof	

we will use similar techniques to generate transformation tactics	 We will
utilize various graph reduction techniques	
A graph based meta	language
Proof diagrams not only give a formalism for recognising and developing
these tactics but could be used as a direct representation	 Most tactic based
theorem provers use ML  as their metalanguage and treat proofs as trees	
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Using proof diagrams a graph reduction language could be used as a meta
language	 This language would not need the full computational power of a
language like DACTL but could be developed by extending a typed functional
language with graphs such as Clean  with more general graph matching
constructs	 This would have a number of advantages	 Notably the represen
tation of proofs as graphs is more declarative than the tree form used by ML
and links well with the implementation plan detailed above	
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